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Introduction
In creating advertisements, copywriters strive to use language creatively 
to generate a compelling and positive impression of the product or service 
advertised, in conjunction with other visual information in the layout. To 
achieve this aim, creators of advertising copy rely on a wealth of rhetorical 
devices. These are employed to seize the viewer’s attention and, having done 
so, engross and often amuse him or her, in addition to developing a favorable 
image in the viewer’s mind of the product or service through pertinent infor-
mation as well as pleasing and appealing associations triggered by the words 
featured.
Putting across a clear and immediately comprehensible message may not 
always be of primary concern. Humor, for example, often requires more 
effort on the part of the viewer to work out the intended meaning of the 
advertisement, yet this mental exertion can be pleasurable and viewers may 
appreciate the freshness and novelty of the means of conveying the commu-
nicative objective over a more straightforward mode of expression (Elwood, 
2007). While there is no reason that wit in advertising copy or other use of 
interesting linguistic strategies must necessarily correspond to product qual-
ity, such wordplay is often welcomed by viewers inundated with promotional 
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information and sales pitches.
At times, the advertiser may even specifically seek to overwhelm the 
viewer through deliberate obfuscation. Bhatia (1987) describes a Hindi cloth-
ing advertisement which he claims purposefully confounds the reader by 
forcing him/her to deal with a string of 55 words comprised of noun phrases 
and appended modifiers and indefinitizers with no punctuation and no verb 
until the end. Bhatia observes that the text is explaining about competitors’ 
clothing, and he asserts that the oppressive complexity is designed to manip-
ulate the reader into feeling that the burden of understanding the rival 
products is quite heavy. In contrast, the next section of the text, which 
addresses the advertiser’s goods, is refreshingly simple, creating a very posi-
tive image.
In addition to attempting a range of creative techniques in the viewers’ 
main language, copywriters often make use of foreign languages, especially in 
countries in which the magazine readership is to some degree familiar with 
one or more foreign languages. This is clearly the case in advertising in 
Japan, and analysis of the ways in which English in particular is used in Japa-
nese ads can provide insight into the potential roles and functions of English 
as well as into the nature of communicative strategies in advertising. 
Functions of foreign language in advertising
There are a wide range of uses of foreign languages in advertising. Cer-
tainly, use of a foreign language can further expand the repertoire of possible 
plays on words. Takashi (1990a) notes the following ways in which Japanese-
English bilingual puns have been used in advertising texts:
 1. An English letter may be used to represent a Japanese syllable, for example, おい C (oi-shii / 
delicious; used in a Vita C drink ad).
 2. A Japanese character may be used to write part of an English word, for example, 住まいリング 
(sumairingu / smiling, using the character for “residence”; presumably used in a housing ad).
 3. An English word may be used to write part of a Japanese word, for example, 最先ターン 
(saisentan / forefront, using the English word “turn” written in katakana; used in an ad for a 
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washing machine that revolves clothes as it washes them.)
 4. An English word that sounds like a number in Japanese may be used to designate a day of the 
month as a special day, for example, トークの日 (“talk day” on the 19
th
 of every month because 
tooku sounds like too (10) + ku (9)). (Takashi, 1990a, p.45)
Similarly, Moeran (1985) observes that use may be made of English to 
create parallelism in advertisements, giving the following Seibu Credit slogan 
as an example:
  Good タイミング  (Good timing)
  Good キャシング  (Good cashing)
  (Moeran, 1985, p.34)
Use of English in Japanese advertisements does not only allow for a 
greater scope in word play and poetic regulation. It further provides a visual 
impact, standing out distinct from Japanese kanji and hiragana, whether it is 
written in katakana or the Roman alphabet, in a manner similar to a catch 
slogan (Haarmann, 1989, p.84). Bhatia (1992) notes the following advertisement 
using English, kanji, and katakana: 
  new wave 情報セレクション  (new wave information selection)
  (Bhatia, 1992, p.158)
The use of the three writing forms livens up the effect on the viewers’ 
eyes to a potentially even greater degree than use of differing colors, fonts, or 
sizes.
Foreign languages also evoke of course images of the country or culture 
in which the language is spoken. Kelly-Holmes (2005) refers to this type of 
use of foreign language in advertising as a “linguistic fetish approach”, 
pointing out the use of the Danish word for cheese, kaas, in a German adver-
tisement: Kaas, nicht nur kase (Not just cheese, but Kaas) (Kelly-Holmes, 2005, 
p.36). Similarly, the British Seat cars’ advertisement uses the Spanish slogan 
Auto emocion (Kelly-Holmes, p.38). In these language uses, the image of Den-
mark as a pastoral land of delicious dairy products is exploited, as is the view 
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of Spain as a place of passion and fervor. The language is a “fetish” because it 
serves as a trigger to produce a predictable, favorable response.
Haarmann (1989) conducted a survey of students at universities in the 
Tokyo area and asked them about the image they have when hearing Eng-
lish, French, or Japanese in TV commercials based on 10 qualities. He found 
that the respondents’ attitudes toward English were generally positive, with 
“light”, “smooth”, and “gives a nice impression” most frequent. Attitudes 
toward French, on the other hand, were more diverse, with “soft” (which 
received a higher positive ranking than any quality associated with English) 
the strongest positive value, and “foreign” the most negative. In contrast, the 
respondents’ attitude toward their native language, Japanese, ranged from 
the most positive to the most negative, with “intimate” the most positive 
value and “old-fashioned” the most negative.
Bhatia (1987) analyzed the uses of English, Hindi, Sanskrit, and Persian in 
Indian advertising, noting differences in audience, appeal, value or aim, prod-
uct advertised, and text length:
Because languages are associated with differing values, the choice of 
which language to use may depend on the product. Bhatia (1987) suggests 
that Indian fabric advertisements avoid use of English attention-getters 
Table 1.　Functions of different languages in Indian advertising
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because of a fear the product will be connected to westernization and shal-
lowness (Bhatia, 1987, p.40).
Apart from the specific connection of a foreign language to the culture 
or cultures in which it is spoken, foreign languages can make the readers feel 
cosmopolitan (Haarmann, 1989) or simply induce a feeling of modernity (Mor-
row, 1987). Takashi (1990b, 1990c) labels foreign words that are used to give a 
feeling of modernity or sophistication “special effects givers”. Unlike the use 
of kaas or emocion, described above, foreign vocabulary items of this func-
tional type do not activate a precise foreign image or stereotype, but rather 
are often commonly used words like “big”, which add a frisson of foreignness. 
Haarmaan (1989) found that foreign elements, including such things as the 
use of foreign characters, setting, or music in addition to foreign spoken or 
written language, were most prevalent in Japanese TV commercials for typi-
cal Japanese products.
Conversely, foreign words may have a “neutralizing” function (Morrow, 
1987, p.59). Takashi (1990b, 1990c) notes the euphemistic use of foreign words 
related to individualism, sex, and hygiene. For example, the English phrase 
“my home” may be preferred over its Japanese equivalent because of a reluc-
tance to demonstrate possessiveness or acquisitiveness. A foreign word or 
phrase can have a distancing effect that allows for indirectness about sensi-
tive matters, a useful function for advertisers.
Foreign language use and intelligibility
Using a foreign language may reduce the level of comprehension of the 
message on the part of the reader. Stanlaw (2004, p.31) was informed by exec-
utives at Dentsu, Japan’s largest advertising agency, that all advertising copy 
using English was checked to make sure it could be understood by the 
intended audience. On the other hand, Haarmann (1989, pp.146-147) found that 
while university students in the Tokyo area generally recognized five catch 
phrases in English from TV commercials, a minority actually understood 
their meaning. Bhatia (1992, p.165) notes that advertisers may use accommo-
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dation strategies such as paraphrasing by translation to make sure readers 
grasp the meaning.
Some English in advertising may violate the norms of the language. Bha-
tia (1992, p. 165) gives the following examples from Japanese advertisements:
We grow quality.
インテリジェントヨーグルト (the intelligent yogurt)
メリーボーナス *
* Bhatia translates this as “the merry bonus”, adding the word “the” to his translation, but it is 
likely that the intention was a play on words based on “Merry Christmas”, given that Japa-
nese workers usually receive bonuses shortly before Christmas and that both “Christmas” 
and “bonus” end in the katakana syllable su.)
However, Bhatia argues that Japanese readers can grasp the intended 
message of these slogans so that such grammatical considerations are of sec-
ondary importance compared to creativity and “socio- and psychological 
effects” (Bhatia, 1992, p.165). Takashi (1990c) similarly emphasizes that the 
function of English use in Japanese advertisements is to catch the readers’ 
attention and lend a cosmopolitan touch, and that “the accuracy of English 
expressions in the language of advertisements lies outside of the advertisers’ 
concern, as long as they serve these functions” (Takashi, 1990c, p.336).
Pseudo-foreign language is also employed in advertising and branding. 
Haarmaan (1989, p.118) points to made-up French words, for example, a Japa-
nese watch called “Exceline”. Here, giving the product a French feel is the 
aim rather than conventional communication of the language although it is 
probable that readers can access the somewhat vague notion that the watch 
is excellent in a French way. In turn, excellent in a French way is likely to be 
interpreted as meaning something that is fashionable and sophisticated.
At its extreme, comprehension of the foreign language is of no impor-
tance at all. Kelly-Holmes (2005) describes a British advertisement for the 
Czech beer Staropromen that contains two signs in Czech. Kelly-Holmes 
observes:
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   “The Czech words here have the flavour and function of image rather than language since it is 
probably safe to assume that the target readership encountering the advertisement will not 
understand their meaning; or, perhaps more importantly, it is not the intention of the advertiser 
that these words should be understood.” (Kelly-Holmes, 2005, p.39)
In such a case as the above, the foreign language is to a large extent 
decorative rather than communicative. It should be noted, however, that the 
beer advertisement in question does include an English text, although this 
text is not a translation of the Czech-language signs.
Forms and meanings of foreign languages in advertising
Foreign languages may be used in Japanese advertisements either writ-
ten in the original Roman or other script, or they may be rendered as 
katakana. Words written in katakana may be genuine loan words or may be 
foreign words that have simply been phonetically represented as katakana. 
Haarman (1989, p.243) describes the former as “real borrowing” and the latter 
as “fictitious borrowing” according to the following criteria:
  Fictitious borrowing: ａ) restricted to language use in commercials
     ｂ)  always associated with a real borrowing and forms a close 
semantic unit with other components
     ｃ)  never occurs in combination with a genuine Japanese expres-
sion and not used as an individual element in colloquial 
Japanese
  Real borrowing:  ａ) used in both commercial and colloquial Japanese
     ｂ)  may occur as a single element or in combination with other 
elements
     ｃ) may occur in combination with a genuine Japanese expression
According to Haarmann’s classification, fictitious borrowings are associ-
ated with real borrowings; these he refers to as “hybrid borrowings”, in 
which fictitious borrowings and real borrowings work in tandem, either in 
nominal phrases composed of an adjective and a noun or as nominal phrases 
composed of nouns. In either case, the fictitious borrowing (shown in capital 
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letters below) may be in the initial or secondary position:
  コールドクリーム　　　　　　COLD cream
  クラシックウェアー　　　　　classic WEAR
  スプリングファッション　　　SPRING fashion
  スポーツウオッチ　　　　　　sports WATCH
  (Haarmann, 1989, p.243)
Morrow (1987, p.53) additionally notes that an English word may be 
joined with a Japanese word, as in ショック療法 (shock therapy), although 
this example comes from a sports article in a newspaper, not an advertise-
ment.
Furthermore, foreign words may undergo semantic modification in the 
following ways:
a)  Semantic restriction: a word has a more restricted meaning than in the 
original language.
b)  Semantic shift: a word has a related but somewhat different meaning than 
in the original language.
c)  Semantic extension: a word has a new meaning.
Foreign words that have been assimilated partially or completely into 
another language may be viewed as vocabulary items distinct from their 
source, serving a productive communicative function rather than simply man-
gling the original language.
Contextual influences on foreign language use 
The products, media, audiences, and aims of an advertisement may all 
influence the type of language used (Leech, 1966). Haarmann (1989) analyzed 
1,055 Japanese TV commercials and found that the following breakdown in 
language use:
  Spoken text: Japanese 84.6%
   Foreign 0.3%
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   Both 14.5%
   Other 0.6%
  Written text: Japanese 77.9%
   Foreign 0.7%
   Both 17.7%
   Other 3.6%
  (Haarmann, 1989, p.88)
Among those commercials using foreign language either monolingually 
or with Japanese, commercials related to transportation or machinery had 
the highest percentage of foreign-language written use. Thirty-nine percent 
of commercials in this category used a foreign language in written form. 
Other categories with a high percentage of use included publications (36.4%) 
and clothes and accessories (32.1%). Spoken language use was lower in fre-
quency than written language use. In spoken language as well, transportation 
or machinery had the highest percentage of foreign-language use, with 26.8% 
of the commercials using a spoken foreign language. 26.5% of commercials for 
equipment and articles for the household used a spoken foreign language as 
did 25.0% of clothing and accessories commercials. Table 2 shows the total 
breakdown according to range.
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Table 2.　Distribution of foreign language in TV commercials according to product
Product range Written language Spoken language
Raw and basic material 27.3% 18.2%
Food and drinks 21.2% 14.2%
Medicine 9.1% 8.2%
Cosmetic and hygienic articles 13.1% 8.8%
Clothes and accessories 32.1% 25.0%
Publications 36.4% 9.1%
Industrial equipment 16.9% 16.9%
Precision and office instruments 20.4% 11.9%
Electric appliances 13.0% 11.1%
Transportation, machinery 39.3% 26.8%
Equipment and articles for the household 10.8% 26.5%
Housing, furnishing 24.1% 13.8%
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Breaking down the product categories into more specific groupings, 
Haarmann (1989) particularly found a high use of spoken English in advertise-
ments for alcoholic drinks, dairy products, and cars. Written English was 
prominent in ads for drinks, both alcoholic and non-alcoholic, cosmetics, and 
cars. Table 3 shows the breakdown of Haarmann’s findings.
Takashi (1990b, 1990c) analyzed the use of loan words according to mag-
azine type, pinpointing differences of use depending on target readership, 
according to gender, age, education, and occupation. While large variations 
were not observed, there was some perceivable divergence. For example, 
magazines aimed at modern housewives used about 5% more katakana words 
(see Table 4).
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Table 3.　Distribution of foreign language among selected products
Product range Spoken language Written language
Non-alcoholic drinks 13.1% 22.7%
Alcoholic drinks 24.6% 25.8%
Food (soups, meals, dishes) 7.1% 12.9%
Bread, cakes, cookies, sweets 9.1% 19.7%
Dairy products 28.6% 16.7%
Cosmetic articles 12.9% 24.3%
Cars 32.3% 51.6%
(Haarmann, 1989, p.102)
Table 4.　Number and percentage of loan words according to homemaker type
Type of homemaker No. of ads Total no. of words No. of loan words / (%)
Modern 35 1325 327 (24.7%)
Traditional 80 2127 401 (19.9%)
(Takashi, 1990b, 1990c)
Shops, department stores 16.3% 23.4%
Finances, insurance 4.5% 18.2%
Service, entertainment 20.5% 15.9%
Other 15.0% 10.0%
(Haarmann, 1989, pp.99-100)
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The study
One hundred and seventy-eight advertisements in the August through 
December 2007 issues of Fujin Gaho and Domani magazines that included 
English or katakana renditions of English were analyzed. Fujin Gaho is a life-
style magazine for middle-aged women that has been published since 1905 
and has a yearly publication of 110,458 (Japan Magazine Publishers Associa-
tion, 2007). On the cover of every issue is written the Japanese slogan“澄み
やかに、シックに。愛される品格”(Smoothly, chicly. Dignity that is loved). 
Domani, on the other hand, is a career-oriented magazine for young women, 
with a yearly publication of 142,333 (Japan Magazine Publishers Association, 
2007). Domani’s cover slogan, in English, proclaims that it is “a monthly maga-
zine for working women.”
Table 5 shows the English that was targeted for inclusion in the data. 
Advertisements that were integrated into magazine articles were not 
included. Additionally, foreign-loan words serving as lexical-gap fillers, for 
example, those for which there is no commonly used Japanese equivalent 
were excluded, as were mentions of the product name itself. The aim of the 
study was to identify the pragmatic use of English in the advertisements. 
Therefore, the data included the instances in which some form of English 
was chosen for use despite the availability of a commonly used Japanese 
equivalent. For example, while the words like “care” or “aging” are widely 
understood and used in Japan, the Japanese words 手入れ (teire) and 衰え
(otoroe) or 老化 (rouka) are also generally used and in fact the first two 
appeared in some of the advertisements.
  The following research questions were explored:
  --  When English is used in the advertisements, what percentage is katakana English, 
English written in the Roman alphabet, or a joint use of both in one advertisement?
  --  What are the most frequently used katakana English words in the advertisements?
  --  How are the katakana English words used grammatically?
  --  What types of communicative messages are made with English written in Roman 
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letters?
  --  Are there differences in English use between the two magazines?
Findings
One hundred and fifteen advertisements in Fujin Gaho magazine used 
some kind of English as did 76 in Domani. Thirteen advertisements appeared 
in both magazines. Of the combined 178 advertisements using English in 
some form, three also included French words or phrases. Five advertise-
ments used French and one used Italian, without using any English and were 
not included in this analysis. No use of any other foreign languages was 
observed. 
The advertisements were classified into the following categories: Cosmet-
ics and body care; accessories and clothing; home and technology; and travel. 
Cosmetics and body care was the largest category, comprising 43% of the 
advertisements. Accessories and clothing advertisements were also frequent, 
amounting to 41% of the advertisements. Eleven percent of the advertise-
ments were slotted as home and technology, and 5% were related to travel. 
Graph 1 shows the product category breakdown for the two magazines. 
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Table 5.　Types of advertising English included in data
Included in data:
--  Katakana English commonly used in Japanese for which commonly used Japa-
nese equivalents exist
--  Katakana English not commonly used in Japanese for which commonly used 
Japanese equivalents exist
--  English written in the Roman alphabet which could be expressed in com-
monly used Japanese
Not included in data:
-- Product names
-- Technical terms
-- Advertisements integrated into magazine articles
-- Terms with no commonly used Japanese equivalent
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Fujin Gaho had a greater percentage of advertisements for accessories 
and clothing that used English. Fifty percent of all of the advertisements in 
Fujin Gaho that used English were of this type. On the other hand, advertise-
ments for cosmetics and body care were less frequent, at 32%. Home and 
technology ads were just slightly more frequent, at 15%, and travel ads were 
the same, at 5%. Graph 2 shows the product breakdown for advertisements 
in Fujin Gaho.
Domani, in contrast, had a much higher percentage of cosmetics and 
body care advertisements that used some form of English. Fifty-nine percent 
were of this type. Accessories and clothing were almost half as frequent, at 
29%. Home and technology advertisements were similarly lower (8%) as were 
travel ads (4%). Graph 3 shows the product category breakdown for adver-
tisements using English in Domani.
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Among the advertisements using some form of English in the two maga-
zines, 27 (15%) used both katakana and the Roman alphabet, 91 (51%) used 
katakana only (although one used French in Roman letters in addition to the 
katakana English), and 60 (34%) used English in Roman letters only. Graph 4 
shows the breakdown of the type of English used in the advertisements. 
The frequency of each type of use was similar between the two maga-
zines. In Fujin Gaho, 16% of the advertisements, or 18 ads, used a 
combination of kakatana and English in Roman letters, just slightly more than 
in Domani, in which advertisements with both types were used with a fre-
quency of 15% (11 ads). In Fujin Gaho katakana alone was used in 52% of the 
advertisements (60 ads), also slightly greater than the 47% of the Domani 
advertisements that only used katakana (36 ads). On the other hand, adver-
tisements using only English in Roman letters were less frequent in Fujin 
Gaho compared to Domani: English only was used in 32% of the Fujin Gaho 
ads (37 ads) and 38% of the Domani ads (29 ads).
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English written in katakana
One hundred and ninety-nine different English words were written in 
katakana in Fujin Gaho in 437 occurrences, for an average use of seven 
katakana words per advertisement among those that used katakana or 
katakana and Roman letters in combination. Forty-one advertisements used 
three katakana words or fewer, and 18 used seven or more. One hundred and 
thirty-one katakana words were used in Domani in 281 occurrences, for an 
average use of six per advertisement. Twenty-two advertisements that used 
katakana or katakana together with English in Roman letters used three or 
fewer katakana words and 10 used seven or more. 
Table 6 shows the frequency and percentage of words appearing in 
advertisements that used katakana. If one advertisement used the same word 
more than once, recurring use was not included. In both magazines “care” 
was the most frequently used word appearing in katakana. “Care” appeared 
in 13 advertisements in Fujin Gaho, or in 11% of the ads, and in 19 Domani 
ads (25%). “Aging” was also a common word, used in 9% of the Fujin Gaho 
ads and 7% of those in Domani which used katakana. Similarly, “skincare” 
formed part of the text in 9% of both the Fujin Gaho and Domani ads.
“Luxury” and “quality” were among the most frequently employed Eng-
lish words in the Fujin Gaho advertisements although their use was not as 
common in Domani. English words related to lavishness and superiority were 
conspicuous in the Fujin Gaho advertisements: 11 advertisements, or 14% of 
the Fujin Gaho ads using katakana included the words “luxury”, “quality”, 
“high”, or “prestige”. In contrast, four ads, or 9% of the Domani ads using 
katakana, made use of similar words,
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Table 6.　Most frequent katakana English words
Fujin Gaho Domani
word frequency/% word frequency/%
care 13 (11%) care 19 (25%)
aging 10 ( 9%) skincare 7 ( 9%)
skincare 10 ( 9%) aging 5 ( 7%)
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Most of the katakana words appeared as single units. However, some 
were in a combination of two or three words. When the katakana words 
were used in concert, an adjective + noun phrase was most frequent. These 
were typically simply put together with no intervening words:
トライアルサンプル  trial sample
エイジレスビューティー  ageless beauty
エイジングケア   aging care
エイジングケアライン  aging care line
エイジングコントロール  aging control
スキンケアライン   skincare line
スキンケアシリーズ  skincare series
スキンケアテクノロジー  skincare technology
ファーストアクション  fast action
ロングドライブ   long drive
マスカラインパクト  mascara impact
トウルーエレガンス  true elegance
べシックケア   basic care
スペシアルケア   special care
スペシャルホームケア  special home care
トータルスキンケア  total skin care
トータルヘアケアシステム  total care system
ヴィンテージジュエリー  vintage jewelry
ラグジュアリープレジャー  luxury pleasure
ラグジュアリーエイジングケア luxury aging care
However, occasionally katakana words were linked by the particles na, 
no, ni, or de. Only two advertisements contained katakana phrases that were 
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technology 7 ( 6%) cover 5 ( 7%)
luxury 6 ( 5%) technology 5 ( 7%)
support 6 ( 5%) damage 4 ( 5%)
design 5 ( 4%) fit 4 ( 5%)
quality 5 ( 4%) style 4 ( 5%)
texture 5 ( 4%) up 4 ( 5%)
jewelry 4 ( 3%) basic 3 ( 4%)
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longer than two words. A Brequet watch ad used the phrase “Queen of 
Naples high jewelry” and a Subaru Impreza ad described a part of the car as 
“flat (de) square (na) luggage room.” Following are examples of katakana 
phrases linked by particles:
アクティブなライフスタイル  active na lifestyle
スパイシーなトリック  spicy na trick
スピーディーなエイジングケア speedy na aging care
ベストなタイミング  best na timing
ベスタなケア   best na care
シックなカラー   chic na color
エイジングケアのエキスパート aging care no expert
ダブルのテクノロジー  double no technology
オリジナルのケア   original no care
トタールにエイジング（をとらえます） total ni aging (wo toraemasu)
トータルにサポート  total ni support
フラットでスクエアなラッゲッジルーム flat de square na luggage room
In addition, katakana words were occasionally linked by the verb suru 
(do/make):
スキンケアするファンデーション skincare suru fashion
シーリングするステッキタイプ sealing suru stick-type
Finally, compounds of Japanese words and katakana words were present 
in a few advertisements. In most cases, the Japanese words preceded the 
katakana word but in one case the reverse order was present:
植物濃縮ウオーター  shokubutsu noushuku (plant extract) + water
新機能ローション   shinkinou (new function) + lotion
浸透ルート   shintou (infiltration) + route
エイジレス美しさ   ageless + utsukushisa (beauty)
Grammatical functions of katakana English words
The katakana words appearing in the advertisements in both magazines 
functioned most often as nouns. Seventy-six percent of the katakana words in 
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Fujin Gaho served this use, as did 42% in Domani. However, some functioned 
as adjectives, verbs, and adverbs. 
Adjectival use
Approximately twelve percent of the katakana English words appearing 
in Fujin Gaho were used adjectivally. Fujin Gaho used 32 different adjectives 
53 times. Adjectival use in Domani was slightly higher at 14%. Thirty-three 
katakana words in adjectival form were used a total of 40 times. Below are 
examples of the types of adjectives used.
ダイナミックで個性的です  dynamic (and individualistic)
ラグジュアリープレジャー  luxury pleasure
ラグジュアリーな限定モデル  luxury (limited) model
ドラマティカルな２週間  a dramatical two weeks
ナチュラルなつや   natural shine
スパイシーなトリック  a spicy trick
パワーフルな設計   powerful design
プレミアムな一着   premium garment
スピーディーなエイジングケア speedy aging care
ベストなパワー   best power
デリケートな肌   delicate skin
エイジレス美しさへ  ageless beauty
エイジレスな肌   ageless skin
エイジングケア   aging care
シックな黒   chic black
リッチなコク   rich depth
オリジナルのケア   original care
ニュートラルな状態  neutral condition
フェミニンな大人   feminine adult
シンボリックな存在  symbolic existence
バケーション気分   vacation feeling
バリア力   barrier power
アクティブなライフスタイル  active lifestyle
Verbal use
Verbs were created by adding a form of the verb suru (do/make) to 
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nouns. Such verbal forms were only used nine times in five Fujin Gaho ads. 
Twelve percent of the ads in Fujin Gaho that used katakana words included 
some in verb form. In contrast, verbs were used 28 times in 19 Domani ads. 
That is, 40% of the Domani ads using katakana had at least one katakana 
word functioning as a verb. Following are some examples of verbs used.
～初めてアプローチ  first (it) approaches (verb implied)
スキンケアする   does skincare
ブレンドされた   blended
くすみをカバーし、  covers shadows
ぴったりフィットする  fits perfectly
日中のダメージをリセットしながら while resetting everyday damage
メラニンの刺激信号をブロックし blocks melanin’s irritating signal
肌本来のサポートをしながら  while supporting fundamental skin
狙いを定めたお手入れをプラス adding (“plussing”) targeted care (verb implied)
マッチした   matched
長時間をキープする  keeps for a long period of time
輝きをシフトする   shifts brightness
紫外線ダメージが朝に残さない cares so that UV damage does not 
　ようにケアする   　remain in the morning
シーリングする   seals
スタイリングしやすい  easy to style
The use of “up” in verbal forms was also conspicuous: 
ランクアップする   rank up
バリア力までアップ  ups barrier power
パワーアップさせました  “power-upped” (it)
まつげを美しくカールアップし beautifully “curl ups” eyelashes
毎日をグレードアップする  “grades up” (one’s) every day
Adverbial use
Katakana words were used as adverbs only used twice, both times in 
Domani (4% of the advertisements). The adverbs used are as follows:
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トータルにサポート  totally supports
スムーズに浸透しないことも  (sometimes doesn’t) smoothly infiltrate
Graph 5 shows a breakdown of the grammatical functions of the 
katakana words in the two magazines.
Creative uses of katakana English
There were additionally some creative or problematic uses of katakana 
English. One Van Cleef & Arpels advertisement uses a Japanese-English 
word ファンタジック (fantajikku), perhaps a combination of “fantastic” and 
“magic”. Another Van Cleef & Arpels advertisement used the adjectival 
phrase “top-of-top”, which does not occur in customary English usage. Like-
wise, the advertisement for Brequet’s jewelry calls it “high” jewelry, with a 
non-conventional use of “high”.
In addition, two adjectives were used as nouns. In Clinique’s Perfectly 
Real Makeup advertisement “powdery” was used as follows: “The newly 
made powdery has a softer and lighter texture than before”（新しくなったパ
ウダリーは、これまで以上にふわりと軽いテクスチャー）. Similarly, the adver-
tisement for Shiseido Renascent skincare product uses “glamorous” as a noun: 
“The pleasurable feeling that leads to soft-skin glamorous”（柔肌グラマラス
へ導かれる快感）.
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One series of advertisements for Mademoiselle Nonnon featured the 
phrase “Made in Nippon.” This was the only phrase in the data that seemed 
to deliberately juxtapose English and Japanese.
English written in the Roman alphabet
Fifty-six advertisements in Fujin Gaho and 40 advertisements in Domani 
had English written in Roman letters, either in tandem with some katakana 
English or alone. Among these, each magazine had three advertisements with 
long texts. Most of the English in the advertisements was 20 words or less. If 
the three long advertisements are excluded, the average length of the Eng-
lish text in the Fujin Gaho ads was five words. The average length for 
English in Domani ads was four words.
Slogans that explained what was being advertised, for example, “Fine 
jewelry”, or how long the company had been active, for example, “Established 
1856”, were most prevalent. Only a few slogans were more creative, including 
the following:
How far would you go for love? (Cartier Love jewelry collection)
What’s your celebration? (Tiffany Celebration rings)
What are you made of? (Tag Heuer watch)
A Visionary Approach (Charmant glasses)
For people who do not go with the times (Carl F. Bucherer watch)
It seems unlikely that most non-native readers would notice the puns in 
the last three slogans. If so, the use of English is more decorative than com-
municative.
When foreign celebrities were used in the advertisements, English 
related to them was also present:
Nicole Kidman’s choice (Omega watch, showing the actress wearing the watch) 
Baum & Mercier & me (Showing actress Kim Basinger wearing a Baum & Mercier watch) 
Carolyn Carmen and Kate for Versace (Showing supermodels Carolyn Murphy, Carmen Kass, 
and Kate Moss wearing the clothing)
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Two slogans used imperatives:
Fly Emirates. Keep discovering. (Emirates Airlines)
See proud / Personalize (Nikon See order-made lenses for glasses)
In addition, English was used for sub-headings in a few instances, such as 
in an advertisement for Shiseido Renascent hair products that showed how 
hair using the product changed over time with the headings: “After 7 days”, 
“After 14 days” and “After 21 days”.
Ten advertisements used English incorrectly according to conventional 
usage, or creatively:
Dress you up (Panasonic W52P cell phone)
Talk about new Impreza (Subaru Impreza)
Kitchen is the heart of life (Sala Azabu)
A whole new world, the whole new category (999.9 Glasses)
Re・born!  Re・hair! (Shiseido Renascent)
The color of ellgance (Escada bags) 
100th anniversary since 1907 (Yoshinoya Ginza shoes)
Docomo x music (Sony Ericsson Bravia)
Sports x Smile (JAL)
Feel your beauty (Kanebo Lunasol cosmetics) 
The long passages are likely not meant to be understood completely. On 
the other hand, it is possible that some images may be formed through pick-
ing up some key words, especially if the text is a straightforward explanation, 
as in this relatively short passage for Mont Blanc jewelry that features the 
opera singer Katherine Jenkins:
A unique collection of jewellery. A unique star. Katherine Jenkins, the young opera star, is 
Montblanc’s ambassador for arts & culture projects. She wears the “Montblanc 4810” line of the 
new Montblanc Diamond Jewellery Collection. (35 words)
The following text, which gives the specifications for two Cartier 
watches, is dense even for native readers. Yet it creates a sense of opulence 
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and prestige with the repetition of adjectives and measurements:
18K white gold 36.5 mm case set with 123 round diamonds, 18K white gold bracelet Self-wind-
ing mechanical movement, Cartier caliber 076 (25 jewels, 28’800 vibrations per hour). Blue 
sapphire cabochon set on a fluted crown. Silvered opalin guilloche dial. Rounded scratchproof 
sapphire crystal. / 18K pink gold 28.5 mm case set with 30 round diamonds, Blue sapphire cabo-
chon set on a fluted crown. Silvered opalin dial. Rounded scratchproof sapphire crystal. 18K 
pink gold bracelet. (74 words)
The Zenith watch advertisement also includes detailed product informa-
tion, but at the same time appears to aim for a funky individuality. A casual 
notes is struck with the contraction of “that’s”, repeated twice. It includes a 
well-known quotation from “Hamlet”, but it is unclear what the quote is 
meant to imply for the product in question:
Swiss watch manufacturer since 1865 / Diamonds and stars: that’s glam. Leather and metal, 
that’s rock. Star open reveals the heart of the El Primero 4021 automatic chronograph in a star-
dust. White or black dial, with or without black and white diamonds, available on metal, rubber 
or smooth black patent leather strap. The smaller version, Baby Star Open, houses an Elite 68 
movement on a removable cuff strap. / “To Be or Not to Be: That is the Question. William 
Shakespeare (81 words)
The longest passage was for Sira des Indes, a Jean Patou fragrance. It is 
a massive and daunting 138 words:
100. The few trees in the world selected for their blossom to create Sira des Indes. Mysore, 
south-west India. The morning mist slowly clears, leaving its dew over the Indian hills. In this 
crimson land, the flower-pickers are already busy among the Champaca trees that they cherish 
like jewels. There are only one hundred trees selected, whose abundant flowers carry the pre-
cious orange petals that are rich with fragrance. This unique essence, carefully blended with 
Sandalwood, is at the heart of the new Jean Patou fragrance: SIRA DES INDES. With its subtle 
notes, Sira “sweet dessert” in India, will transport you far away to the heat of the Indian night. 
Like the Chamapaca flower, a gift to the Indian gods, SIRA DES INDES is indeed a godsend: a 
divine offering created by the Jean Patou House for women. (138 words)
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It is probable that the painstaking process of creating the fragrance is 
recreated through the lengthy process of explanation. Quick perusal leaves 
behind an image of a treasured and heavenly creation, an effect produced 
through words like cherish, abundant, precious, rich, unique, subtle, gift, god-
send, divine.
Discussion
English written in katakana or Roman letters is one communicative tool 
of advertising in Japan. Some version of English used pragmatically was pres-
ent in virtually all of the advertisements in both Fujin Gaho and Domani in 
the five months of issues that were examined. While katakana English is typi-
cally integrated into a Japanese text, the English written in Roman letters is 
distinct, usually serving as a slogan, but occasionally used as sub-headings or 
as longer English-language passages. 
The decision to use katakana English when a commonly used Japanese 
expression is available may sometimes have a euphemistic function. “Aging” 
was a key word in many advertisements in both magazines. On the other 
hand, otoroe (deterioration) and otoroegachi (tends to deteriorate) were only 
used once each, and rouka, a direct translation, was not used at all. Use of 
katakana English may serve as a cushion surrounding mention of this kind of 
negative condition affecting appearance. Similarly, while “luxury” was often 
used, its Japanese equivalent, zeitaku, did not appear. It is possible that use of 
the katakana English may add prestige, but it may also have a distancing 
function, averting a sense of outright snobbery and class-consciousness, par-
ticularly in phrases that appeared in the data such as “high-class”.
It is not always clear why a katakana word is chosen. In a Shiseido 
Repair Veil hand cream advertisement, when the advertisement informs the 
reader it may be also used for face and body, “face” is written in Japanese 
kanji characters but “body” is written in katakana English: 顔やボディーにも
使えます. It is possible that “body” is used euphemistically, but it is equally 
possible that the katakana was used simply to add a different script to the 
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text. It is worth noting that several usual Japanese words were written in 
katakana in advertisments as well to add a fresh feeling: チカラ (chikara; 
“power”); キレイ (kirei; “pretty”); カラダ (karada; “body”); オトナのオンナ (otona 
no onna; “adult woman”), and so on. 
The biggest difference between the two magazines was in the high per-
centage of katakana English words used as verbs in Domani compared with 
Fujin Gaho. Forty percent of the katakana English in the magazine for 
younger working women used verbs, but only 12% in the magazine for older 
women did. This may in part be caused by a desire to produce a dynamic 
image on the part of Domani’s advertisers. 
At the same time, it is likely that it is to some degree a result of the 
greater percentage of advertisements related to cosmetics and body care in 
Domani. Fifty-nine of the advertisements in this magazine were related to 
this product category while only 32% of the Fujin Gaho ads fell into this clas-
sification. On the other hand, a higher percentage of ads for jewelry and 
accessories were in Fujin Gaho: 50% compared with 29% in Domani. Descrip-
tions of what a skincare product or cosmetic does were common, but watch 
and accessories ads were more likely to focus on what the item is, with a 
greater use of nouns and adjectives.
A characteristic of both magazines was the relatively high percentage of 
words related to lavishness or superiority. Fourteen percent of the katakana 
words in the Fujin Gaho advertisements and 9% of those in the Domani ads 
used words of this type. This was probably in part a result of the types of 
products advertised, although it is interesting to note that, for example, “lux-
ury” was applied not only to things like watches or jewelry but also to 
skincare products in phrases such as “luxury aging care”. Comparison with 
katakana used in advertisements for other product categories and the Eng-
lish used in Japanese men’s magazines as well as with English used in 
women’s magazines for native English speakers is an important further ave-
nue of research.
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